Blowin' in the Wind (in 3 keys) by Bob Dylan

Chord sheet and arrangement by Minh Tan
digitalcitizen.ca/tabs/

Strum D E7 A A7 D E7 A A7
& hum ad-dc#b- bc#c#-c#-ba-ad-dc#bb-ag#a

A         D
How many roads          (eeef#)
A         D
Must a man walk down     (f#f#ec#a)
A         D         A         E7
Before you call him a man?  (eeef#df#e)
A         D
Yes, 'n' how many seas  (eeeeef#)
A         D
Must a white dove sail    (f#f#ec#a)
A         D         E         E7
Before she sleeps in the sand?  (eeef#ede)
A         D
Yes, 'n' how many times  (eeeeef#)
A         D
Must the cannon balls fly  (f#f#eec#a)
A         D         A         A7
Before they're forever banned?  (eeef#ede)
D         E7
The answer, my friend,  (c#ddc#b)
A         A7
Is blowin' in the wind,  (bc#c#c#ba)
D         E7         A         Am
The answer is blowin' in the wind.  (addc#bbag#a-A)
Blowin’ in the Wind (in key of A) by Bob Dylan

Chord sheet and arrangement by Minh Tan
digitalcitizen.ca/tabs/

Strum D E7 A A7 D E7 A A7 & hum ad-dc#b- bc#c- c#-ba-ad-dc#bb-ag#a

A D How many roads (eeef#) How many years (eeef#) A D How many times (eeef#)
A D Must a man walk down (f#f#ec#a) Can a mountain exist (f#f#ec#a) A D Must a man look up (f#f#ec#a)
A D A E7 Before you call him a man? (eeef#df#e) Before it’s washed to the sea? (eeef#ede) A D A E7 Before he can see the sky? (eeef#ede)
A D Yes, ‘n’ how many seas (eeeeef#) Yes, ‘n’ how many years (eeeeef#) A D Yes, ‘n’ how many ears (eeeeef#)
A D Must a white dove sail (f#f#ec#a) Can some people exist (f#f#ec#a) A D Must one man have (f#ec#a)
A D E E7 Before she sleeps in the sand? (eeef#ede) Before they’re allowed to be free? (eeef#ede) A D E E7 Before he can hear the people cry? (eeef#f#ede)
A D Yes, ‘n’ how many times (eeeeef#) Yes, ‘n’ how many times (eeeeef#) A D Yes, ‘n’ how many times (eeeeef#)
A D Must the cannon balls fly (f#f#ec#c#a) Can a man turn his head (f#f#ec#c#a) A D Will it take till he knows (f#f#ec#c#a)
A D A A7 Before they’re forever banned? (eeef#ede) Pretending he just doesn’t see? (eeef#ede) A D A A7 That too many people have died? (eeef#f#de)
D E7 The answer, my friend, (c#ddc#b) The answer, my friend, (c#ddc#b) D E7 The answer, my friend, (c#ddc#b)
A A7 Is blowin’ in the wind, (bc#c#c#ba) A A7 Is blowin’ in the wind, (bc#c#c#ba) A A7 Is blowin’ in the wind, (bc#c#c#ba)
D E7 A E7 The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (addc#bbag#a) The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (addc#bbag#a) The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (addc#bbag#a)

D = x02322 A = x02220 A7 = x02020 E = 022100 E7 = 020100
Blowin’ in the Wind (in key of D) by Bob Dylan

Chord sheet and arrangement by Minh Tan
digitalcitizen.ca/tabs/

D       g       How many roads (aaab)
G   A7   D    D7  G   A7   D  D7
Must a man walk down (bbaf#d)
D       g       How many years (aaab)
G   A7   D    D7  G   A7   D  D7
Can a mountain exist (bbaf#d)
D       g       How many times (aaab)
G   A7   D    D7  G   A7   D  D7
Must a man look up (bbaf#d)

D       g       Before you call him a man? (aaabgba)
D       g       Before it’s washed to the sea? (aaabaga)
A             A7
Before he call him a man? (aaabgga)
A             A7
Before it’s washed to the sea? (aaabaga)

D       g       Yes, ‘n’ how many seas (aaaaab)
D       g       Yes, ‘n’ how many years (aaaaab)
D       g       Yes, ‘n’ how many ears (aaaaab)
D       g       Must a white dove sail (bbaf#d)
D       g       Must some people exist (bbaf#d)
D       g       Must one man have (baf#d)

D       g       A             A7
Before she sleeps in the sand? (aaabaga)
D       g       A             A7
Before they’re allowed to be free? (aaabaga)
D       g       A             A7
Before he can hear the people cry? (aaabaga)

D       g       Yes, ‘n’ how many times (aaaaab)
D       g       Yes, ‘n’ how many times (aaaaab)
D       g       Yes, ‘n’ how many times (aaaaab)
D       g       Will it take till he knows (bbaf#f#d)

D       g       D             D7
Before they’re forever banned? (aaabaga)
D       g       D             D7
Pretending he just doesn’t see? (aaaabaga)
D       g       D             D7
That too many people have died? (aaaabbga)

G   A7
The answer, my friend, (f#ggf#e)
G   A7
The answer, my friend, (f#ggf#e)
G   A7
The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (dggf#eedc#d)

G   A7   D    A7
The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (dggf#eedc#d)
G   A7   D    A7
The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (dggf#eedc#d)

D       g
How many times (aaab)
D       g
Must a man look up (bbaf#d)
D       g
Before he can see the sky? (aaabaga)
D       g
Yes, ‘n’ how many years (aaaaab)
D       g
Can a man turn his head (bbaf#f#d)
D       g
Can some people exist (bbaf#d)
D       g
Must one man have (baf#d)

D       g       Before he can hear the people cry? (aaabaga)
D       g       A             A7
Before he can hear the people cry? (aaabaga)
D       g       A             A7
Before they’re allowed to be free? (aaabaga)
D       g       A             A7
Before he can hear the people cry? (aaabaga)

D       g
Yes, ‘n’ how many times (aaaaab)
D       g
Yes, ‘n’ how many times (aaaaab)
D       g
Yes, ‘n’ how many times (aaaaab)
D       g
Will it take till he knows (bbaf#f#d)

D       g       D             D7
That too many people have died? (aaaabbga)
G   A7
The answer, my friend, (f#ggf#e)
D       g       D             D7
Is blowin’ in the wind, (ef#f#f#ed)
G   A7   D    A7
The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (dggf#eedc#d)

(repeat chorus & end with D instead of D7 chord)
Blowin’ in the Wind (in key of G) by Bob Dylan

Strum C D7 G G7 C D7 G G7
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& hum bc-cba- abb-bag- gcc-baa- gf#g

C   =  x32010
D  =  x00232 D7  =  x00212
G  =  320000 G7 = 320001

G     C How many roads (ddde)
G     C Must a man walk down (eedbg)
G     C Before you call him a man? (dddecdec)
G     C Yes, ’n’ how many seas (dddddde)
G     C Must a white dove sail (eedbg)
G     C Before she sleeps in the sand? (dddedcd)
G     C Yes, ’n’ how many times (dddddde)
G     C Must the cannon balls fly (eeddbg)
G     C Before they’re forever banned? (dddedcd)
G C G    G7 Pretending he just doesn’t see? (dddedcd)
G     C The answer, my friend, (bccba)
G     G7 Is blowin’ in the wind, (abbbag)
G     G7 Is blowin’ in the wind, (abbbag)
C     D7 G D7 The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (gccbaagf#g)
C     D7 G D7 The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (gccbaagf#g)

G C How many years (ddde)
G C Can a mountain exist (eeddbg)
G C Before it’s washed to the sea? (dddedcd)
G C Yes, ’n’ how many years (dddddde)
G C Must one man have (edb)
G C Before he can see the sky? (ddddeedcd)
G C Yes, ’n’ how many ears (dddddde)
G C Will it take till he knows (edbbg)
G C That too many people have died? (ddddeecd)
G D D7 C D7 G7 The answer, my friend, (bccba)
G G7 G Is blowin’ in the wind, (abbbag)
G G7 The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (gccbaagf#g)

C D7 G G7 The answer is blowin’ in the wind. (gccbaagf#g)

(repeat chorus & end with G instead of G7 chord)